Brief communication: Extraction of the wake induction and angle of attack on rotating wind turbine blades from PIV and CFD results
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Abstract. The analysis of wind turbine aerodynamics requires accurate information about the axial and tangential wake induction as well as the local angle of attack along the blades. In this work we present a new method for obtaining them conveniently from the velocity field. We apply the method to the New Mexico PIV-dataset and to CFD simulations of the same turbine. This allows to compare for the first time experimental and numerical results of the mentioned quantities on a rotating wind turbine. The presented results open up new possibilities for the validation of numerical rotor models.

1 Introduction

The wake induction and the angle of attack (AoA) are crucial quantities for the design and analysis of wind turbines. Several methods have been proposed for their estimation (Hansen et al., 1997; Shen et al., 2009), although their application has been restricted to numerical results (Johansen and Sørensen, 2004; Sørensen et al., 2002). The reason for this, is that the existing methods require more input data than typically available from experiments. Hence, the computation of lift and drag blade characteristics from pressure sensors requires the angle of attack to be computed beforehand from simulations (Bechmann et al., 2011; Herráez et al., 2014). The experimental blade characteristics are therefore paradoxically influenced by the uncertainties of the simulations. Furthermore, pressure measurements are usually only available for a few radial positions, so that the obtainable spanwise resolution is very coarse (Herráez et al., 2014; Sørensen et al., 2002). In addition, according to our experience many of the available methods are often rather complicated to employ and automatize. Last but not least, existing methods usually require user-defined input parameters like arbitrary control points or correction models for the root and tip (Rahimi et al.). This increases the uncertainty of the calculations.

Scope and outline

In order to address the mentioned issues, this work aims at providing with a simple method for obtaining the wake induction and the AoA from the velocity field in the rotor plane. The required flow data can be captured experimentally e.g. by means of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) or numerically with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models. The new method
is not only straightforward in its application, but also independent from user-defined input parameters. Furthermore, it takes advantage of the high resolution of PIV and CFD results for obtaining detailed spanwise distributions of the searched quantities.

A brief description of the most common methods for the determination of the wake induction and the AoA is presented in Sec. 2.1. The new method is then introduced in Sec. 2.2. Section 3 describes the experimental and numerical data sets used for our calculations. In Sec. 4 the results of applying the proposed method to the mentioned data sets are presented. The conclusions of this work are then summarized in Sec. 5.

2 Determination of the wake induction and the angle of attack

The main challenge for determining the local wake induction and the angle of attack is to obtain the local velocity in the rotor plane without blade bound circulation influences. Once the local undisturbed velocity components are known, the axial and tangential induction factors \((a)\) and \((a')\), respectively) as well as the AoA are computed as:

\[
a = 1 - \frac{u_{ax}}{u_\infty} \tag{1}
\]

\[
a' = -\frac{u_{tan}}{\omega \cdot r} \tag{2}
\]

\[
AoA = \arctan\left(\frac{u_{ax}}{u_{tan}}\right) - \theta \tag{3}
\]

where \(u_{ax}\) and \(u_{tan}\) are respectively the undisturbed axial and tangential velocity components in the rotor plane, \(u_\infty\) is the freestream velocity and \(\theta\) is the sum of the pitch and local twist angles.

2.1 Available methods

As seen above, the determination of the wake induction and the angle of attack requires detailed information about the rotor flow without blade induction. A comparison of several methods for obtaining them concluded that three out of four methods were reasonably consistent and reliable (Guntur et al., 2011). In a very recent benchmark study of multiple methods for computing the AoA (including the one presented here), similar results were obtained from all methods except at the tip and root of the blade, where substantial disagreement between some methods was found (Rahimi et al.). A detailed description of all the existing methods is out of the scope of this article, although the reader is referred to Guntur et al. (2011) and Rahimi et al. for a good overview of the different methods. However, the main ideas behind the most common methods are described in the following:

1. **Inverse Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method**: Given the loads along a blade (which can be obtained from experiments or CFD simulations), the BEM theory can be applied as a reverse engineering model for obtaining the wake induction and AoA. A major drawback of this method is that it strongly relies on the basic assumptions of BEM and the corresponding correction models (e.g. for rotational augmentation and tip effects).

2. **Azimuthal Averaging Technique (AAT) by Hansen et al. (1997)**: Several equidistant rings upstream and downstream of the rotor plane are used for probing the velocity field at the radial positions of interest. The average velocity of each
ring is then calculated. Finally, the velocity in the rotor plane is computed by interpolating the average velocities of all the rings upstream and downstream of the rotor.

3. **Method proposed by Shen et al. (2009):** For each spanwise position of interest, the velocity field is probed at just one single arbitrary control point of the rotor plane. The blade induced velocity at that point is computed using the law of Biot-Savart. For this, the local bound circulation of all blades must be computed beforehand. In the first version of the method, the bound circulation is assumed to be a point vortex and only the velocity and surface pressure fields are required for its calculation (Shen et al., 2006). In the second version of the method, the bound circulation is distributed along the airfoil, what makes it more realistic (Shen et al., 2009). In that case, the wall shear stress is also required for computing accurately the distributed bound circulation in regions with flow separation. Once the blade induced velocity is known, it must be subtracted from the velocity that was previously probed from the control point. As a result, the undisturbed local velocity is obtained.

2.2 **New method**

In our method the velocities are directly probed at a location of the rotor plane where the blade induction of a blade is counter-balanced by the induction of the other blades. With axial, uniform inflow, this condition is fulfilled at the bisectrix between two arbitrary blades (this applies for both 2-bladed and 3-bladed rotors). At that location, the flow symmetry causes the downwash of the blade ahead of the bisectrix to counterbalance the upwash of the blade behind it. Hence, the velocities extracted from the rotor plane are just influenced by the wake induction and do not need to be corrected for bound circulation influences. The difference between the freestream velocity and the probed axial velocity corresponds directly to the axial wake induction. The probed tangential velocity corresponds to the tangential wake induction with opposite sign. Equations 1 and 2 can therefore be directly applied for computing the induction factors.

In the case of yawed or non-uniform inflow conditions, the method can still be applied, but it becomes considerably more complex. In that case, the location where the blade induced velocities are counterbalanced must be computed by equalising the induction of all the blades, which must be computed with the law of Biot-Savart. This requires to calculate beforehand the local bound-circulation along each blade. The simplest way to do this is computing the line integral of the velocity field along a closed contour located around the blade section and outside the boundary layer.

3 **Experimental and numerical data sets**

In the following section, the wake induction and the AoA is computed from experimental (PIV) and numerical results of the MEXICO turbine.

PIV windows located just upstream and downstream of the rotor plane are available for the whole blade span (Boorsma and Schepers, 2015). However, a gap of approx. 30 mm exists between both sets of PIV windows. Therefore, the data of both measurement sets had to be interpolated in order to obtain the velocities in the rotor plane. Axial, uniform inflow conditions with three different wind speeds are considered in this work: 10 m/s, 15 m/s and 24 m/s. At 10 m/s the turbine operates in
the turbulent wake state, at 15 m/s it is at rated conditions and at 24 m/s it is stalled. The rotational speed of the rotor is kept constant at 424 rpm, what results in a tip speed ratio of $\lambda = 10, 6.67$ and $4.7$, respectively. The pitch angle is $-2.3^\circ$.

The numerical results used in this work have been extracted from Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes simulations of the MEXICO turbine, which were validated against experimental results in Herráez et al. (2014). The reader is referred to that article for a detailed description of the numerical model.

4 Results

The results presented in this section have been computed applying the Azimuthal Averaging Technique (AAT) (see Sec. 2.1) to the CFD simulations of the MEXICO turbine as well as applying the new method introduced in Sec. 2.2 to both the CFD and PIV data of the same turbine. The application of the AAT or any other alternative method to the experimental results was not possible because they require more data than available from the experiments.

Figure 1 displays the computed axial induction. When the AAT and the new method are applied to the CFD results, convergent results are obtained in the central region of the blade. However, substantial deviations exist in regions with highly three-dimensional flow, i.e. at the root and tip. At 10 m/s the deviations are stronger at the tip, where $a \geq 0.5$. This large induction factor implies that at least the outer part of the rotor operates under the influence of the turbulent wake state.

![Figure 1. Axial induction factor along the rotor radius.](image)

At 15 m/s the disagreement is approximately balanced at the tip and the root. At 24 m/s the deviations are stronger at the root, because of the presence of strong rotational effects (Herráez et al., 2014). It is worth to recall that the AAT technique just provides an averaged rotor induction. At the root and the tip, the local induction deviates substantially from the averaged
induction, so we expect the AAT not to be able to capture the mentioned effects. This interpretation is supported by the results of two different turbines presented in Rahimi et al., where it is shown that the methods proposed by Shen et al. (2009), which subtract the blade induced velocity from the velocity probed at an arbitrary control point in the rotor plane, are in excellent agreement with our method and also deviate considerably from the AAT at the tip and root.

The results obtained from the CFD and PIV results using the new method compare reasonably well, although clear discrepancies appear in the tip region at 10 m/s, in the center of the blade at 15 m/s and (to a lower extent) in the root region at 24 m/s. These discrepancies were already expected because of the complex 3-dimensional flows taking place in those regions, as above described. It can be therefore concluded that extracting the wake induction from PIV results opens up new possibilities for the validation of numerical models.

The computed tangential induction factor is displayed in Fig. 2. The results obtained applying the AAT and the new method to the CFD results are in reasonable agreement for outboard positions, where the tangential induction is very low. In the root region, however, substantial discrepancies between both methods appear at 15 and 24 m/s. The same trend is found when the new method is applied to PIV and CFD results. As explained above in relation to the axial induction, this behaviour is attributed to the existence of rotational effects in the root region at stall conditions.

![Figure 2. Tangential induction factor along the rotor radius.](image)

As shown in Fig. 3, the application of the AAT and the new method to the CFD data provides very similar results for most of the blade span in terms of the AoA distribution, with the exception of the root region at 15 m/s and (more pronouncedly) at 24 m/s.
The tangential velocity caused by the blade rotation is directly proportional to the radial position and therefore, in the root region it is comparatively low. This implies that in that region deviations in the prediction of the wake induction have a larger impact on the AoA than at outer radial positions. This is the reason why a very good AoA agreement at outboard positions is obtained in spite of the fact that, as shown in Fig. 1 and 2, the wake induction estimations of both methods are not completely consistent. The same observation holds true when comparing the AoA obtained from the application of the new method to the PIV and CFD results. The fact that differences in induction are largely ‘hidden’ in the angle of attack implies that extracting the AoA from CFD simulations and using it for the calculation of ‘experimental’ 3D polars from pressure sensors is a fairly reliable approach when the AoA can not be directly obtained from experiments.

5 Conclusions

The method proposed in this work for computing the wake induction and the angle of attack allows to extract accurately those quantities from numerical as well as experimental results of the velocity field in the rotor plane. The method is easy to use and automatize for uniform axial inflow. Furthermore, it does not require any user-defined input parameters (in opposition to other methods). In case of yawed or non-uniform inflow, the method can still be used, but it becomes considerably more complicated because of the dependence of the blade bound circulation on the azimuthal blade position.

CFD simulations have been shown to be capable to predict quite accurately the AoA distribution along the blade span. Therefore, combining the AoA extracted from CFD results with experimental blade pressure measurements can be considered...
as a reliable approach for obtaining realistic lift and drag blade characteristics. Nevertheless, slight deviations with respect to the purely experimental results should be expected in the root region at stall conditions.

The prediction of the wake induction with CFD is much more challenging, especially in the tip and root regions. This is especially noticeable at operating conditions involving complex, 3-dimensional flows (like stall or turbulent wake state). Hence, extracting the wake induction from PIV results with the method proposed in this work offers new possibilities for the validation of numerical models as well as for the development of engineering correction models (e.g. for the turbulent wake state and the tip losses).
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